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Sammanfattning 
 
Denna uppsats är en beskrivning på utvecklingen av detta projekt, där fokuset 
handlar om teorier och fakta på ljus i samband med transparanta medium. 
 
Målet med projektet var att testa och experimentera inom det nämna området fast 
i 3D grafik, där resultatet är renderade bilder med analys, diskussioner och 
slutsatser.  
 
 
Huvudfrågan som togs med i utvecklingen av detta projekt var följande: 
 
”Vad händer när ljus inträffar ett transparant material och varför? 
 
 
Följdfrågor som också togs med var: 
 

 ”Agerar ljuset olika beroende på materialets egenskaper?” 

 ”Är det möjligt att form och ytor från ett objekt påverkar inre-och yttre 
reflektioner? 

 
 ”Går det att återskapa teorierna i 3D Grafik, och hur påverkar det 

renderingen? 
 
 
Frågorna löstes med hjälp av data och olika metoder som: 
 
 

 Efterforskning om ljus och transparanta medium. 
 

 Värden från valda Brytningsindex för optiska glas. 
 

 Inställningar för materialegenskaper för rendering i Arnold 5. 
 

 Form och egenskaper hos olika juveler. 
 

 3D scener och virtuellt ljus.  



 

 

Abstract 
 
This essay describes the development of this project, where the focus is on 
theories and facts about light and transparent mediums. 
 
The aim of the project was to test and experiment the mentioned area in 3D 
graphics, where the results are single rendered images with analysis, discussions 
and conclusions. 
 
 
The main question that was considered during the development of this project 
was the following: 
 
"What happens when light occurs in a transparent material and why? 
 
The Attendant questions that also was brought up were: 
 

 “Does light interact differently depending on a material’s properties?” 
 

 “Is it possible that shapes and surfaces from an object also have an impact on 
how light interacts with a transparent material?” 
 

 “Is it possible to recreate theories and data in 3D graphics, and how does it 
affect the rendering? 
 

 
The questions were solved by using data and different kind of methods, such as: 
 
 

 Researching about light and transparent medium. 
 

 Values from selected Refractive of Index for optic glass. 
 

 Settings for material properties for rendering in Arnold 5. 
 

 Shapes and attributes for gems. 
 

 3D scenes, rendering time and visual results.   
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1. Beginning 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
When light interferes with a medium, the rays will bounce off its surface and 
reaches to our eyes. That is called Fermat’s principle.  
 
The light can Reflect, Refract and Scatter depending on the properties of a 
material: 
 
“For instance, reflection, which looks as obvious as light ‘bouncing off a surface,’ is a 
wonderfully subtle affair usually involving the coordinated behaviour of countless 
atoms. […] Each encounter of light with bulk matter can be viewed as a cooperative 
event arising when a stream of photons sails through, and interacts with, an array 
of atoms suspended (via electromagnetic fields) in the void. The details of that 
journey determine why the sky is blue and blood is red, why your cornea is 
transparent and your hand opaque, why snow is white, and rain is not.” 1 
(Hecth, 2017, p. 96) 
 
However, light interacts differently on transparent medium such as crystal, 
plastic, and liquid. This is the case of ray scattering as Hecth describes it: 
 
“[…] the process of transmission, reflection and refraction are macroscopic 
manifestations of scattering occurring on a sub microscopic level.” 2 
 (Hecth, 2017, p. 96)  

 
1 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Introduction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, 96 
2 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Introduction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, 96 
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1.2 Background 
 
The are some questions that can be asked when it comes to 3D graphics, such as: 
why is it important to understand on how light interacts differently, depending on a 
medium’s material?  
 
The answer is simple: A realistic result. 
 
For instance, Avengers: Endgame (2019) is a fiction-film with great detailed CGI 
(Computer-Generated Imagery). We know that a lot of the scenes in these kinds of 
movies are CGI, but we still want to make it look as realistic as possible. This is 
probably due to audience’s expectations from a great movie studio such as 
Marvel’s. 
 
“The real challenges are incredible photorealism and how you accomplish It in 
lighting and tone.” – Joe Russo, one of the Russo brothers who directed Avengers: 
Endgame.3  (Deowitz, 2019) 
 
But it is not just the film industry that is using photorealistic graphics. Other 
entertainment systems are using 3D graphics as well, such as Virtual Reality, video 
games and commercials.   

 
3 Bill Desowitz, Apr 25, 2019. “The Russo Brothers Explain How ‘Avengers: Endgame’ Was Inspired By Antonio-Level 
Darkness” (https://www.indiewire.com/2019/04/avengers-endgame-finale-russo-brothers-vfx-1202127637/) (5/6-19) 

https://www.indiewire.com/2019/04/avengers-endgame-finale-russo-brothers-vfx-1202127637/
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1.3 Question Formulation 
 
The main question of this project was gathered from the literature Optics 5th 
edition: 
 

 “How does light move through a material medium? What happens to it as it 
does? […]?” 4 (Hecth, 2017, p. 96) 

 

The secondary question that was asked for the development of this project was: 

 
 “How does one transparent material differ from another?” 

 Is it possible to recreate a visual presentation of a material in 3D Graphics, 
based on data and information?  

 
4 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Introduction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, p. 96 
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1.4 Purpose 
 
The purposes of the project were gathering information, theories, and references 
on how light interacts with transparent media. 
 
With the collected data, the goal was to replicate different kind of materials on 3D 
objects in the software Maya, where the scenes were rendered with the engine 
Arnold 5.   
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1.5 Focus and Delimitations 
 
This paper contains the following focuses and delimitations of the project: 
 
Focus 
 

 Visible light for the human eye. 
 

 Properties of transparent medium (Reflection, Refraction, Scatter and 
Abbe number). 

 
 Testing and experimenting values on relevant attributes on materials in 

Maya. 
 

 
Delimitations 
 

 Some mathematical algorithms are only described in the theory section.  
 

 Only a few chosen transparent mediums from IOR lists and Abbe Numbers 
were used as reference and recreated with Arnold Standard Shader in 
Maya. 

 
 Arnold 5 was used for rendering the 3D scene. Other rendering engines 

were not tested and are only shortly described in the theory section.  
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2. Theory 
 
This section describes theories about light, IOR and other relevant information 
that regards transparent medium. Majority of the following text are gathered from 
the literature Optics 5th edition, but also different web sources and video clips.  
 

2.1 Light in a Nutshell 
 
 “Light, is the smallest quantity of energy that is called photon. A photon is an 
elementary particle without a real size and that cannot be split, only created or 
destroyed […] When we talk about light, we mean the light that is visible for the 
human eye. The definition of ‘light’ is only a tiny part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum: energy in form of electromagnetic radiation. The electromagnetic 
radiation consists of an extreme wide range of wavelengths and frequencies, where 
the most of them are invisible for us.” (What is Light?, 2015) 5 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Electromagnetic Radiation, the "rainbow colours" is the only visible light we humans can see.  

 
5 Kurzgesagt – in a Nutshell, Oct 15, 2015. ”What Is Light?” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXxZRZxafEQ)  
(07/16-19) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXxZRZxafEQ
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2.2 Scattering and Interference 
 
When light hits a transparent media, it will break up and spread around in specific 
or random direction inside the material. This phenomenon is called scattering.  
 
 “In dense media, a tremendous number of close-together atoms or molecules 
contribute an equally tremendous number of scattered electromagnetic wavelets. 
These wavelets overlap and interfere in a way that does not occur in a tenuous 
medium. As a rule, the denser the substance through which light advances, the 
less the lateral scattering […]” 

 
Figure 2: (a) The scattering of light from a widely spaced distribution of molecules. 

(b) The wavelets arriving at a lateral point P have a jumble of different phases and tend not to interfere in a 
sustained constructive fashion. 

(c) That can probably be appreciated most easily using phasors. As they arrive at P the phasors have large pahse-
angle differences with respect to each other. When Added tip-to-tail they therefore tend to spiral around keepin 
the resultant phasor quite small […].  
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In other words, the phases of the wavelets at P differ greatly. (Remember that the 
molecules are also moving around, and that changes the phases as well.) At any 
moment, some wavelets interfere constructively, some destructively, and the shifting 
random hodgepodge of overlapping wavelets effectively averages away the 
interference. Random, widely spaced scatters driven by an incident primary 
wave emit wavelets that are essentially independent of one another in all 
directions except forward. Laterally scattered light, unimpeded by 
interference, streams out of the beam.” (Hecth, 2017, p. 98)6 
 
“Put a few drops of milk in a tank of water and illuminate it with a bright flashlight 
beam. A faint but unmistakable blue haze will scatter out laterally, and the direct 
beam will emerge decidedly reddened. […]” 
 
Example: Milk is more dense than clear water. This can be proved by pointing a 
laser beam into two glass of clear water, and then mix some milk in the second 
glass: 

 

 
Figure 3: Light scattering in water mixed with milk.  

 
6 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Scattering and Interference” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex 
CM20 2JE, p. 98 
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The light beam hits on “spreader atoms”, which causes the light to travel through 
the glass with a specific directional scattering (figure 3 a) 

Figure 3b) shows that the right glass of water is mixed with milk. What happens 
here is that the light hits on a denser material which causes the light scatter 
randomly between more compact atoms, compared with the first glass. 

 

“Transparent amorphous solids, such as glass and plastic, will also scatter light 
laterally, but very weakly. Good crystals, like quartz and mica, with their almost 
perfectly ordered structures, scatter even more faintly. Of course, imperfections of all 
sorts (dust and bubbles in liquids, flaws and impurities in solids) will serve as 
scatters, and when these are small, as in the gem moonstone, the emerging light will 
be bluish.” 7 (Hecth, 2017, p. 101)  

 
7Eugane Hecth (2017) “Scattering and Interference” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex 
CM20 2JE, p. 101 
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2.3 Refractive Index 
 
“The Refractive index, or Index of Refraction (IOR) of a material is a dimensionless 
number that describes how fast light propagates through the material. The 
algorithm for this event is defined as: 

𝑛𝑛 =
𝑐𝑐
𝑣𝑣 

Where the letter c is the speed of light in vacuum and v is the phase velocity of the 
light in the medium. An example, the refractive index of water is 1.333, meaning that 
light travels 1.333 times as fast in vacuum as in water. 

 

The refractive index determines how much the path of light is bent, or refracted, 
when entering a material. This is described by Snell’s law of refraction: 

n1 sinθ1 = n2 sinθ2 
 

where θ1 and θ2 are the angles of incidence and refraction, respectively, a ray 
crossing the interface between two media with refractive indices n1. The refractive 
indices also determine the amount of light that is reflected when reaching the 
interface, as well as the critical angle for total internal reflection and Brewster’s 
Angle.” 8 
 
“The transmission of light through a homogeneous medium is an ongoing repetitive 
process of scattering and re-scattering. Each such event introduces a phase shift into 
the light field, which ultimately shows up as a shift in the apparent phase velocity of 
the transmitted beam from its nominal value of c. That corresponds to an index of 
refraction for the medium (n = c / v) that is other than one, even though photons 
exist only at a speed c.” (Hecth, 2017, p. 101) 9 
 
(The next page contains a list of Indices of Refraction, from Optics 5th edition)  

 
8 Wikipedia 19 July 2019. “Refractive Index”. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refractive_index) (25/06-19) 
9 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Transmission and the Index of Refraction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, 
Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, p. 101 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refractive_index
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Figure 4: Index of Refraction (IOR).  
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2.4 Reflection 
 
“When a beam of light impinges on the surface of a transparent material, such as a 
sheet of glass, the wave “sees” a vast array of closely spaced atoms that will somehow 
scatter it. 
 
In the case of transmission through a dense medium, the scattered wavelets cancel 
each other in all but the forward direction, and just the ongoing beam is sustained. 
But that can only happen if there are no discontinuities. This is not the case at an 
interface between two different transparent media (such as air and glass), which is 
a jolting discontinuity. When a beam of light strikes such an interface, some light is 
always scattered backward, and we call this phenomenon reflection.” 
(Hecth, 2017, p. 104)10 
 

 
Figure 5: A beam of plane waves incident on a distribution of molecules constituting a piece of clear glass or plastic. 
Part of the incident light is reflected, and part refracted. 

“The angle-of-incidence equals the angle-of-reflection. This equation is the first 
part of the Law of Reflection.” (Hecth, 2017, p. 106)11  

 
10  Eugane Hecth (2017) “Reflection” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, p.104 
11 Eugane Hecth (2017) “The Law of Reflection” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 
2JE, p. 106 
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2.5 Rays 
 
“A ray is a line drawn in space corresponding to the direction of flow of radiant 
energy. It is a mathematical construct and not a physical entity. In a medium that is 
uniform (homogeneous), rays are straight. If the medium behaves in the same 
manner in every direction (isotropic), the rays are perpendicular to the wave 
fronts. […]” 
 
The ancient Greeks knew the Law of Reflection. It can be deduced by observing the 
behaviour of a flat mirror, and nowadays that observation can be done most simply 
with a flashlight or, even better, a low-power laser. The second part of the Law of 
Reflection maintains that the incident ray, the perpendicular to the surface, and the 
reflected ray all lie in a plane called the plane-of-incidence (Fig. 5b)—this is a three-
dimensional business. […] 

 
Figure 6: (a) Select one ray to represent the beam of plane waves. Both the angle-of-incidence are measured from 
a perpendicular drawn to the reflecting surface.  

(b) The incident ray and the reflected ray define the plane-of-incidence, perpendicular to the reflecting surface.  
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Figure 4.18a shows a beam of light incident upon a reflecting surface that is smooth 
(one for which any irregularities are small compared to a wavelength). In that case, 
the light reemitted by millions upon millions of atoms will combine to form a single 
well-defined beam in a process called specular reflection (from the word for a 
common mirror alloy in ancient times, speculum). […] 
 
On the other hand, when the surface is rough in comparison to λ, although the angle-
of-incidence will equal the angle of- reflection for each ray, the whole lot of rays will 
emerge every which way, constituting what is called diffuse reflection. Both 
conditions are extremes; the reflecting behaviour of most surfaces lies somewhere 
between them. Thus, although the paper of this page was deliberately manufactured 
to be a diffuse scattered, the cover of the book reflects in a manner that is somewhere 
between diffuse and specular.” (Hecth, 2017, pp. 107-108)12 

  

 
12 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Rays” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM210 2JE, pp. 107-108 
 

Figure 7: (a) Specular reflection. 

(b) Diffuse reflection. (Donald Dunitz). 

(c) Specular and diffuse are the extremes of 
reflection. This schematic drawing represents a 
range of reflection between two that are likely to 
be encountered. 
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2.6 Refraction 
 
Unlike reflection, refraction is when a beam of light shines through an interface at 
some angle (θi ≠ 0), which makes it to “bend” inside a transparent medium. “The 
fact that the incident rays are bent or ‘turned out of their way’, as Newton put it, is 
called refraction.”13 (Hecth, 2017, p. 108) 

 
“[…] each wave front is a surface of constant phase, and, to the degree that the phase 
of the net field is retarded by the transmitting medium, each wave front is held back, 
as it were. The wave fronts “bend” as they cross the boundary because of the speed 
change. […] 

 
Figure 8: “The refraction of waves. The atoms in the region of the surface of the transmitting medium reradiate 
wavelets that combine constructively to form a refracted beam. For simplicity the reflected wave has not been 
drawn”. 

 
This expression is the first portion of the Law of Refraction, also known as Snell’s 
Law after the man who proposed it (1621), Willebrord Snel van Royen (1591–1626). 
Snel’s analysis has been lost, but contemporary accounts follow the treatment shown 
in Fig. 8 & 9. What was found through observation was that the bending of the rays 
could be quantified via the ratio of xi to xt which was constant for all θi. That 
constant was naturally enough called the index of refraction.” 14 
(Hecth, 2017, p. 108)  

 
13 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Refraction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, p.108 
14 Eugane Hecth (2017) “The Law of Refraction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 
2JE, pp. 108-109 
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Figure 9 (left): “Descartes’s arrangement for deriving the Law of Refraction. The circle is drawn with a radius of 
1.0.” 

Figure 10 (Right): “The incident, reflected, and transmitted beams each lie in the plane-of-incidence.” 

 
“[…] the incident reflected, and refracted rays all lie in the plane-of-incidence” 
15 (Hecth, 2017, p. 110) 
 

 

Figure 11: “Refraction at various angles of incidence. Notice that the bottom surface is cut circular so that the 
transmitted beam within the glass always lies along a radius and is normal to the lower surface in every case.  

(PSSC Collage Physics, D. C. Health & Co., 1968.)”  

 
15 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Law of Refraction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, 
p.110 
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“A ray of light in air having a specific frequency is incident on a sheet of glass. The 
glass has an index of refraction at that frequency of 1.52. If the transmitted ray 
makes an angle of 19.2° with the normal, find the angle at which the light impinges 
on the interface. 
 

 

When ni < nt  (that is, when the light is initially traveling within the lower-index 
medium), it follows from Snell’s Law that sinθt > sinθt , and since the same function 
is everywhere positive between 0° and 90°, then θt > θt. Rather than going straight 
through, the ray entering a higher-index medium bends toward the normal 
(Fig. 11a). The reverse is also true (Fig. 11b); that is, on entering a medium having 
a lower index, the ray, rather than going straight through, will bend away 
from the normal (see fig 12.) […] 

  

Figure 12: “The bending of rays at 
an interface. 

(a) When a beam of light enters a 
more optically dense medium, one 
with a greater index of refraction 
(ni < nt), it bends toward the 
perpendicular. 

(b) When a beam goes from a 
denser to a less dense medium (ni > 
nt), it bends away from the 
perpendicular.” 
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Figure 13: The image of a pen seen through a thick block of clear plastic. The displacement of the image arises from 
the refraction of light toward the normal at the air-plastic interface. If this arrangement is set up with a narrow 
object (e.g., an illuminated slit) and the angles are carefully measured, one can confirm Snell’s Law directly. (E.H.) 

 

It’s fairly common to talk about the optical density of a transparent medium. The 
concept no doubt came from the widely held, although somewhat erroneous, notion 
that the indices of refraction of various media are always proportional to their mass 
densities.” 16 (Hecth, 2017, p. 110) 

 
Figure 14: “A beam of light enters from the bottom moving upward. (a) Here are two Plexiglas blocs widely 
separated in air. (b) By making the air gap thin, two of the reflected beams overlap to form the bright middle beam 
traveling to the right. (c) By replacing the air film with castor oil, the interface between the blocks essentially 
vanishes, as does that reflected beam. (d) And it behaves just like a single solid block.”  

 
16 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Law of Refraction” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, 
p.110 
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2.6.1 Refraction of Light from a Point Source 
 
“When viewed at appreciable angles off the normal the transmitted rays will again 
appear to come from many different points. Each of these rays when extended back 
will be tangent to a curve called the caustic. In other words, different rays will seem 
to pass through different points (P), all of which lie on the caustic; the greater the 
initial angle of the ray from S, the greater the angle of refraction, and the higher up 
the caustic will be P. 
 
A cone of rays from S, narrow enough to enter the eye, will be seen to come from P 
(Fig. 14). That point is both higher and displaced horizontally toward the observer 
(i.e., shifted along the caustic). All of that has the effect of bending the image of the 
pencil (see Fig. 15) […]” 17 (Hecth, 2017, pp. 112-113) 
 

 

Figure 15: “Rays from the submerged portion of the pencil bend on leaving the water as they rise toward the 
viewer. (E.H.)”  

 
17 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Refraction of Light from a Point Source” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, 
Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, p.112-113 
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2.7 Fermat’s Principle 
 
“The laws of reflection and refraction, and indeed the manner in which light 
propagates in general, can be viewed from an entirely different and intriguing 
perspective afforded us by Fermat’s Principle. The ideas that will unfold presently 
have had a tremendous influence on the development of physical thought in and 
beyond the study of Classical Optics. 
 
Hero of Alexandria, who lived sometime between 150 b.c.e. and 250 c.e., was the first 
to propose what has since become known as a variational principle. In his 
treatment of reflection, he asserted that the path taken by light in going from 
some point S to a point P via a reflecting surface was the shortest possible one. 
This can be seen rather easily in Fig. 17, which depicts a point source S emitting a 
number of rays that are then “reflected” toward P […].  
 
For over fifteen hundred years Hero’s curious observation stood alone, until in 1657 
Fermat propounded his celebrated Principle of Least Time, which encompassed 
both reflection and refraction. A beam of light traversing an interface does not take 
a straight line or minimum spatial path between a point in the incident medium and 
one in the transmitting medium. Fermat consequently reformulated Hero’s 
statement to read: “the actual path between two points taken by a beam of light is 
the one that is traversed in the least time.” 18 (Hecth, 2017, p. 118) 
 

 
Figure 16: “Minimum path from the source S to the observer’s eye at P”.  

 
18 Eugane Hecth (2017) “Fermat’s Principle” Optics 5th edition. Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE, 
p.117 
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2.8 Transmission vs. Transmittance 
 
 “Transmission refers to the amount of incident light that successfully passes through 
glass or other material, and it is usually expressed as a percentage of light that made 
it through the material. On the other hand, transmittance refers the amount of light 
that a material disperses, effectively resulting in an inverse value of that found for 
transmission. 
 
There are two basic types of transmission – external and internal – and both differ 
from light transmittance. 
 
External transmission is calculated from the intensity of the incident light as it 
enters the glass versus the light’s intensity after exiting the glass. This transmission 
measurement technique provides an accurate figure of the actual amount of light 
allowed to pass through a material. 
 
Internal transmission is determined by the light’s intensity once it has entered the 
glass versus its intensity after it leaves the glass. Internal transmission primarily 
measures the light filtration ability of the glass itself, allowing you to get a more 
accurate idea of the glass’s properties. 
 
Transmittance refers to the amount of light energy that the glass absorbs, scatters, 
or reflects. It’s measured using the formula T = II I0 with ‘T’ denoting the transmission 
intensity, ‘I’ indicating intensity, and ‘I0’ indicating intensity at the start. This 
calculation allows you to determine the ratio of transmitted radiant power to 
incident radiant power, giving a greater idea of a glass’s ability to block photons.” 19  
(Reynolds, 2019)  

 
19 Sheila Reynolds “The Key Differences Between Transmission & Transmittance and How to Apply Them to your Application” 
Feb. 27, 2019  https://www.swiftglass.com/blog/category/glass-materials/  (29/7-19) 
 

https://www.swiftglass.com/blog/category/glass-materials/
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2.9 Prism 
 

“Light changes speed as it moves from one medium to another (for example, from air 
into the glass of the prism). This speed change causes the light to be refracted and to 
enter a new medium at a different angle (Huygens principle). The degree of bending 
of the light’s path depends on the angle that the incident beam of light makes with 
the surface, and on the ratio between the refractive indices of the two media (Snell’s 
law).  

 

The refractive index of many materials (such as glass) varies with the wavelength or 
color of the light used, a phenomenon known as dispersion. This causes light of 
different colors to be refracted differently and to leave the prism at different angles, 
creating an effect similar to a rainbow. This can be used to separate a beam of white 
light into its constituent spectrum of colors. A similar separation happens 
with iridescent materials, such as a soap bubble.  

 

Prisms will generally disperse light over a much larger frequency bandwidth 
than diffraction gratings, making them useful for broad-spectrum spectroscopy. 
Furthermore, prisms do not suffer from complications arising from overlapping 
spectral orders, which all gratings have. Prisms are sometimes used for the internal 
reflection at the surfaces rather than for dispersion. If light inside the prism hits one 
of the surfaces at a sufficiently steep angle, total internal reflection occurs and all of 
the light is reflected. This makes a prism a useful substitute for a mirror in some 
situations.” 20 (Wikipedia, 2019) 

 

 
Figure 17: “The light effect from a prism, where it breaks into a colour spectrum.”  

 
20 Wikipedia “Prism” June 23, 2019  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prism (29/7-19) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelength
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dispersion_(optics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visible_spectrum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iridescence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffraction_grating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectroscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_internal_reflection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prism
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2.10 Abbe Number 
 
“In optics and lens design, the Abbe number, also known as the V-number or 
constringence of a transparent material, is a measure of the material’s dispersion 
(variation of refractive index versus wavelength), with high values of V indicating 
low dispersion. It is named after Ernst Abbe (1840-1905), the German physicist who 
defined it. 

 

The Abbe number, VD, of a material is defined as: 

 

 
 

where nD, nF and nC are the refractive indices of the material at the wavelengths of 
the Fraunhofer D-, F- and C- spectral lines (589.3 nm, 486.1 nm and 656.3 nm 
respectively). 

 

Abbe numbers are used to classify glass and other optical materials in terms of their 
chromaticity. For example, the higher dispersion flint glasses have V < 55 whereas 
the lower dispersion crown glasses have larger Abbe numbers. Values of V range 
from below 25 for very dense flint glasses, around 34 for polycarbonate plastics, up 
to 65 for common crown glasses, and 75 to 85 for some fluorite and phosphate crown 
glasses. 

 

Abbe numbers are used in the design of achromatic lenses, as their reciprocal is 
proportional to dispersion (slope of refractive index versus wavelength) in the 
wavelength region where the human eye is most sensitive. For different wavelength 
regions, or for higher precision in characterizing a system's chromaticity (such as in 
the design of apochromats), the full dispersion relation (refractive index as a 
function of wavelength) is used.” 21 (Wikipedia, 2019)  

 
21 Wikipedia ”Abbe Number” March 21, 2019 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbe_number (29/7-16) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fraunhofer_lines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectral_line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanometre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flint_glass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crown_glass_(optics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polycarbonate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Achromatic_lens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apochromat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbe_number
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Figure 18: “A list of different types of Optical Glass. “nD” is the value of a glass IOR, and “VD” is Abbe Number.”  
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2.11 Rendering Engines 
 
There are several known engines that can be used to render a 3D scene, and each 
engine has their own set of rules and materials in 3D software’s. Examples: 
Substance Painter uses Iray22, Pixar have RenderMan23 and Blizzard 
Entertainment used Redshift for their animated short clips for the online-game 
Overwatch.  
 
The engines work differently from each other when rendering 3D graphics. For 
instance, Iray and Redshift uses GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) while Arnold uses 
CPU (Central Processing Unit). 
 
Game engines usually uses the GPU to continuously render objects. This is due to 
that the CPU always are working on everything else to keep the computer and 
tasks on going.24 (Krewell, 2009) However, the CPU “hands over” tasks to the GPU 
whenever the computer runs too many tasks.25  (Olena, 2018) 
 
In the case of this project, Arnold 5 was the chosen algorithm for task of rendering 
the result. The motivation is that Arnold 5 is great for photorealism as well as it 
has a wide range of different kind of pre-sets for shaders.  

 
22 Substance Painter Docs. “Iray Renderer” https://docs.substance3d.com/spdoc/iray-renderer-143720536.html  
(30/7-19) 
23 RenderMan product website “World’s Most Versatile Renderer” https://renderman.pixar.com/product (30/7-19) 
24 Kevin Krewell, Dec. 16, 2009 “What’s the Difference Between a CPU and a GPU?” 
https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2009/12/16/whats-the-difference-between-a-cpu-and-a-gpu/ (30/7-19) 
25 Olena, Feb. 8, 2018 ”GPU vs CPU Computing: What to choose?”  https://medium.com/altumea/gpu-vs-cpu-computing-what-
to-choose-a9788a2370c4 (07/30-19) 

https://docs.substance3d.com/spdoc/iray-renderer-143720536.html
https://renderman.pixar.com/product
https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2009/12/16/whats-the-difference-between-a-cpu-and-a-gpu/
https://medium.com/altumea/gpu-vs-cpu-computing-what-to-choose-a9788a2370c4
https://medium.com/altumea/gpu-vs-cpu-computing-what-to-choose-a9788a2370c4
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2.12 3D 
 
A 3D model is a mesh that is created usually from a geometry in a three-
dimensional modelling software, such as Autodesk Maya. The model consists of 
the following: 
 

 Polygons are triangles (as known as Tris) that relate to each other to build 
a quad face with four corners. 

 
 Vertices can be considered as pinpoints in the three-dimensional axis 

system (X, Y, Z). In short, vertices are the rule on what angle polygons are 
facing at. 

 
 Edges are the connections between vertices of a mesh. 

 

 
Figure 19: Demonstration on how a Mesh is build up in a three-dimensional space. 

Normal directions are the visual quality on how hard or soft the edges of a mesh 
will be. 
 

 
Figure 20: Duplicated cylinder with the same number of vertices. L - hard edges. R - soft.  
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3. Methodology 
 

3.1 Technical Specification 
 
The computer that was used during the development of this project have the 
following technical specifications: 
 

  

Operative System 
Microsoft Windows 10 Home, Version 
10.0.17763 build 

 
Computer Markers 
MSI 
 
Computer Model 
MS-7A68 
 
Computer Type 
x64-based PC 
 
Processors 
Intel® Core™ i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz, 
4200 MHz 4 core, 8 logic processors 
 
Graphic Card 
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 
 
BIOS version and date 
American Megatrends Inc. 1.30, 28/06-17 

 
Motherboard 
Z2070 TOMAHAWK (MS-7A68) 
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3.2 Data and Research 
 
Data collection was based on the following: 
 

 Literatures and web research for index of refractions and abbe values. 
 

 Analysing the visual result on different transparent material in Maya (with 
data from IOR, refraction and Abbe Values). 

 
 Light and colour spectrum.  
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3.3 3D Scenes and Material 
 
The tests were made in Maya, where simple geometries and light setups were used 
in different scenes. 
 
Only Arnold Standard Surface were the used Shaders for this project, where the 
focus was on the attributes of Specular, Transmission, Subsurface and Coat. 
 

 
Figure 21: Arnold Standard Surface.  
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3.3.1 Scattering and Interference 
 
As mentioned, scattering is when the light breaks and spread around in a random, 
or specific direction in a transparent medium, depending on the particles and how 
dense the material is. 
 
To try this theory in 3D Graphics, a scene was created and rendered as image 
below: 
 

 
Figure 22: Two glasses of water, where a red-light shine through them. 

The water material is a pre-set in Arnold Standard Shader. The IOR for clear water 
is 1.333, with a value of 1 in transmission and 0 (black) in Scatter attributes. This 
results that the light does not lose its brightness when traveling through both 
glasses.
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Adding some mix of “milk” material into the right glass (by adjusting the attributes 
on Transmission to 0,5, Depth 1, Scatter, Subsurface weight 1, Colour and Radius 
to cream white) makes the light to scatter: 

 
Figure 23: Right glass have 50% water and 50% milk. 

As the result, half of the light is being absorbed and the other half passes through 
the glass.  

 

To push this theory, the right glass gained more and more “milk”: 

 
Figure 24: Right glass have 25% water and 75% milk.  
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Figure 25: 100% milk in the right glass. 

The light is fully absorbed and no longer passes through the second glass as the 
image above. 

 

The final test was to turn off the beam light. No light means no scattering:  

 
Figure 26: No light scattering.  
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3.4 Index of Refraction and Dispersion Abbe 
 
The second test was to create a Disperse Prism, where the light breaks into a colour 
spectrum whenever it hits the prism. 
 

3.4.1 “Null Prism” 
 
The scene started off with a made-up “Null Prism”. This is a mesh that has a shader 
with standard values in IOR and Dispersion Abbe: 
 

  
Figure 27: Standard Values in IOR and Dispersion Abbe. 

The value of 0 in Dispersion Abbe means that the light is not bending nor breaking 
into a chromatic colour spectrum.  
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3.4.2 Colour Spectrum 
 
To test the theory about dispersion and colour spectrum, the attributes for 
Dispersion Abbe on the Null Prism were adjusted in three stages: where the first 
test had a value of 1, the second 10 and the third 100. 
 
The purposes of the chosen values were only used for analysis of the visual result: 
 

 
Figure 28: Dispersion Abbe value of 1. 

With a low value on the Dispersion Abbe attribute, the internal reflections have a 
chromatic effect (as known as rainbow effect). 

The following figures have the values of 10 and 100, where the chromatic effect 
fades step by step (fig 29 and 30):  
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Figure 29: Dispersion Abbe set to 10. 

 
Figure 30: Dispersion Abe set to 100.  
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3.4.3 IOR: Diamond 
 
A Diamonds data is ~2.41nd (IOR) and 55.30Vd (Abbe number). 26 
 
The first test was adjusting only the IOR values: 
 

 
Figure 31: IOR set to 2.41 

The amount of light that travels inside the prism are ~2,41 times faster than it 
would be in vacuum, which in theory makes the light to shine brighter inside the 
prism.  

 
26 Refractiveindex.info – Diamond (2020-05-08) https://refractiveindex.info/?shelf=main&book=C&page=Peter 

https://refractiveindex.info/?shelf=main&book=C&page=Peter
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Figure 32: Dispersion Abbe set to 55.30 

By adjusting the value of 55.30 (the Abbe number for Diamond) in the Dispersion 
Abbe attribute, the light breaks into a golden glow as the image above. 
 

Adding the same shader to a diamond shape mesh gave a different result: 

 
Figure 33: Diamond Mesh with same shader. 

The internal reflections are depending on the angle of each surface that the light 
is interfering on.  
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Another test was made with Arnold’s own material pre-set for diamonds. The pre-
set’s Dispersion Abbe were automatically set to 20 and IOR to 2.400: 

 
Figure 34: Arnold’s Diamond Preset shader. 

The visual differences are not that obvious, but the internal reflection is a variety 
of colours that are between purple, turquoise, and blue compared with figure 33.  
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3.4.4 IOR: Optical glass 
 
The following test was to pick four optical glasses from the IOR list (figure 18) and 
add the data into new shaders. The purpose was to compare the visual results: 

 
Figure 35: Values of a Crown. 

 
Figure 36: Barium Crown. 
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Figure 37: Dense Flint. 

 
Figure 38: Extra Dense Flint. 
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The differences between each medium is mostly the internal reflections, where 
the light bends and expand towards a specific direction. For instance, the light 
inside Crown bends “forwards” compared with Extra Dense Flint where the light 
bends “backwards” (can be seen in left corner of the prism). 

Another visual difference is that the internal reflections from the Dense Flint is 
more yellow and orange compared with the other results: 

 

  

  
Figure 40: Up-close comparison between each result.  
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3.5 Gems 
 
Gems comes in different material and shapes when they are cut and polished. As 
mentioned earlier, light will refract and reflect depending on the properties of a 
material and surface angle. 
 
Four cuts and materials were selected as refences for 3D modelling and rendering. 
 

3.5.1 Gem Cuts 
 

Brilliant Cut 27 
 

 
Figure 41: “Brilliant cut Round brilliant facet chart. Image by Jasper Paulsen. Licensed under CC By-SA 3.0”. 

 
Mixed cut 28 

 

 
Figure 42: “Mixed-cut oval citrine. Photo by Wela49. Licensed under CC By-SA 3.0.”  

 
27 Donald Clark & Phoebe Shang – A Guide to Gem Cutting Styles  https://www.gemsociety.org/article/gem-cutting-terms/ 
(21/05-20) 
28 Donald Clark & Phoebe Shang – “A Guide to Gem Cutting Styles”  https://www.gemsociety.org/article/gem-cutting-terms/ 
(21/05-20) 

https://www.gemsociety.org/article/gem-cutting-terms/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/gem-cutting-terms/
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Step Cut 29 
 

 
Figure 43: "The defining feature of the emerald cut is the ‘stepped’ nature of the pavilion – the bottom half of the 

stone, marked P on the diagram on the right." 

 

Heart Cut 30 
 

 
Figure 44:“This green diamond by Leibish and Co has an undefined point. Photo by Fancy Diamonds, Leibish & Co. 

Licensed under CC By 2.0.”  

 
29 Ringspo.com – “Emerald cut engagement rings: How to get the most beautiful emerald cut diamond and the most value” 
https://www.ringspo.com/emerald-cut-engagement-rings/ (21/05-20) 
30 Pheobe Shang – An Introduction to Fancy Gem Cuts https://www.gemsociety.org/article/fancy-gem-cuts/#Heart_Cut  
(21/05-20) 

https://www.ringspo.com/emerald-cut-engagement-rings/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/fancy-gem-cuts/#Heart_Cut
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3.5.2 Material 
 
The selected materials for the coming results are the following: 
 
 

  31 
 
 

  32 
 
 

  33 
 
 

  34 
  

 
31 Refractive Index – Optical Constant of C (Carbon, diamond, graphite, graphene) 
https://refractiveindex.info/?shelf=main&book=C&page=Peter (21/05-20) 
32 Ghandi Enterprises Co., Ltd. – Emerald  https://www.gemporium.net/emerald.html (21/05-20) 
33 Ghandi Enterprises Co., Ltd. – Ruby https://www.gemporium.net/ruby.html (21/05-20) 
34 Ghandi Enterprises Co., Ltd. – Blue Sapphire https://www.gemporium.net/blue_sapphire.html (21/05-20) 

Diamond  
Refractive index: 2.4175 
Abbe number: 55.30 

Emerald 
Refractive index: 1.576 – 1.582 
Abbe number: No information. 

Ruby 
Refractive index: 1.762 – 1.778 
Abbe number: 72.2 

Blue Sapphire 
Refractive index: 1.762 – 1.778 
Abbe number: 72.2 

https://refractiveindex.info/?shelf=main&book=C&page=Peter
https://www.gemporium.net/emerald.html
https://www.gemporium.net/ruby.html
https://www.gemporium.net/blue_sapphire.html
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4. Result 
 

The results from each test are separated into sub-chapters in this document, 
where every test had the same render settings and light setup.   

The main goal was to analyse the visual differences between the selected material 
on each mesh. The meshes are modelled based on references from gem cuts, but 
with a low amount of tris and harden edges. The secondary goal was to measure 
the render time on each material and mesh shapes. 

 

4.1 Brilliant Cut Render 
 

 
Figure 45: Brilliant cut Diamond. 

 
Figure 46: Brilliant cut Emerald.  
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Figure 47: Brilliant cut Ruby. 

 
Figure 48: Brilliant cut Sapphire. 
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4.2 Mix Cut Render 
 

 
Figure 49: Mixed Cut (round) Diamond. 

 
Figure 50: Mixed Cut (round) Emerald. 
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Figure 51: Mixed Cut (round) Ruby. 

 
Figure 52: Mixed Cut (round) Sapphire. 
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4.3 Step Cut Render 
 

 
Figure 53: Step Cut Diamond. 

 
Figure 54: Step Cut Emerald. 
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Figure 55: Step Cut Ruby. 

 
Figure 56: Step Cut Sapphire. 
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4.4 Heart Cut Render 
 

 
Figure 57: Heart Cut Diamond. 

 
Figure 58: Heart Cut Emerald. 
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Figure 59 Heart Cut Ruby. 

 
Figure 60: Heart Cut Sapphire. 
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4.5 All Gems Render 
 
The following results are the gems together but in different materials. Render 
passes are shown for the visual differences (Beauty, Diffuse, Specular, Emission, 
Shadow).  
 
This chapter ends with a diagram that sums up the render time from each result. 
 

4.5.1 All Beauty Render 
 

 
Figure 61: All Gems Diamond (Beauty render). 

 
Figure 62: All Gems Emerald (Beauty render). 
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Figure 63: All Gems Ruby (Beauty render). 

 
Figure 64: All Gems Sapphire (Beauty render).  
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Figure 65: All Gems with selected material (Beauty render). 
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4.5.2 All Diffuse Render 
 

 
Figure 66: Diamonds (Diffuse render) 

 
Figure 67: Emerald (Diffuse render) 
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Figure 68: Ruby (Diffuse render) 

 
Figure 69: Sapphire (Diffuse render). 
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Figure 70: All Material (Diffuse render). 
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4.5.3 All Specular Render 
 

 
Figure 71: Diamonds (Specular). 

 
Figure 72: Emerald (Specular). 
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Figure 73: Ruby (Specular). 

 
Figure 74: Sapphire (Specular). 
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4.5.4 All Emission Render 
 

 
Figure 75: Diamond (Emission). 

 
Figure 76: Emerald (Emission). 
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Figure 77: Ruby (Emission). 

 
Figure 78: Sapphire (Emission). 
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Figure 79: All Materials (Emission). 
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4.5.5 All Shadow Render 
 

 
Figure 80: Diamonds (Shadow). 

 
Figure 81: All Emeralds (Shadow). 
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Figure 82: All Rubies (Shadow). 

 
Figure 83: All Sapphires (Shadow). 
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Figure 84: All Materials (Shadow). 

Figure 85: Diagram over Render time for each material and mesh. 
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5. Discussion 
 
The main question for this project was: 
 
"What happens when light occurs in a transparent material and why? 
 
The Attendant questions that was brought up were: 
 

 “Does light interacts differently depend on a material’s properties?” 
 

 “Is it possible that shapes and surfaces from an object also have an impact on 
how light interacts with a transparent material?” 
 

 “Is it possible to recreate theories and data in 3D graphics, and how does it 
affect the rendering? 

 
 
Based from development of this project, an own and short answer to all questions 
could be: 
 
Depending on the density of material and the refractive index value, as well as the 
shape of an object influences the refraction of light. 
 
A question that can be addressed is why diamond consumes most render time 
compared with any other selected material. One theory is that the light breaks into 
a rainbow colour spectrum when it hits the material (comparing result from 
Emerald, Ruby and Sapphire), which forces the engine to calculate every coloured 
pixel within the internal and external reflections. 
 
A discussion for this project could be on how to speed up the rendering and save 
time. However, the focus of this project was recreating transparent medium based 
on references and research, where the purpose was to analyse the visual 
differences and measure the render time. The render settings for this project was 
balanced between quality and process time.  
 

Another argument is that the gems in this project are “flawless”, no stains or 
scratches whatsoever. Adding some patina into them would probably give a more 
realistic look as well affect the render time results.  
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6. Conclusions 
 
In a personal matter, I have come to a general understanding of transparent 
medium and visible light for the humankind. All the theories and test do indeed 
have an impact of realistic result when rendering 3D scenes, as well as time taken 
for the engine to render. 

 

In conclusion: 

 It is possible to use references within Index of Refraction and Abbe Number 
to recreate optic glass and gems in 3D graphics. 

 More polygons on a 3D mesh does not necessary mean longer rendering 
time, but rather its shapes and surface angle that the light is hitting on.  

 

Further work on this project could be: 

 Investigate on why Sapphire was the fastest to render and Diamond the 
slowest (based on the result from all tests). 

 Comparing the visuals and render time: Uncut VS. Cut gems. 

 Using textures and displacement maps.  
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